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CHOCOLATE THE CAT TEACHES CHARLIE ABOUT FORGIVENESS. 

Grandma and her grumpy cat help heal a hurting little boy. 
 
J. Suthern Hicks, published author, playwright, and songwriter, writes a children's story that not 
only entertains, but also teaches important life lessons. Charlie and Chocolate's Furry 
Forgiveness touches on family loss, the important role of grandparents, and the virtues of love 
and forgiveness.  Although appealing to children of all ages, it is particularly ideal for those 
between 4 and 10 who are dealing with illness or loss. 
 
Professional illustrator Tatiana Minina bring the book and its charming characters to life 
with beautiful, colorful pictures that add a classic look and feel to this timeless, poignant story 
about a boy in need, his grandmother, and her cat. 
 
Adults will fall in love with the characters Charlie and Chocolate the Cat as much as children 
have. Just like the first book in the series, Charlie and Chocolate's Purrfect Prayer, this book is 
timeless, heartfelt, and educational. When a family member, close friend, or even a family pet 
dies, it can be difficult for children to express their feelings.  Charlie and Chocolate help 
facilitate positive interaction between children and their parents, extended family, and teachers 
through a story that is simple, direct, and beautifully illustrated. Anyone who is looking for 
encouragement and inspiration through the supernatural power of forgiveness and love will find 
comfort and reassurance in Charlie and Chocolate’s Furry Forgiveness. And if you love animals, 
the relationship between this little boy and his grandmother's cat will be especially endearing. 
 
J. Suthern Hicks has been writing for over twenty years. His academic article Television theme 
songs: A content analysis was Published in Popular Music and Society Volume 16, Issue 1, 1992 
while still a graduate student.  His play Turtle Tears received accolades from the LA Times and 
Critics' Choice from LA Weekly in September 1995. In January 2013 the band Seven Years 
recorded several of his songs which are now on iTunes. Mr. Hicks released his first full length 
novel in 2015 and is currently completing the second novel in the series.  
 
Available on  Amazon: https://goo.gl/LCyqQW 
Available at Barnes & Noble: https://goo.gl/t2jAeL 
More on Tatiana Minina (illustrator): http://tatianaminina.com/ 
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